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1. Problem Finding
Ideation Stage
We brainstormed and identified 3 problems, which either we as students or our family face in our
daily activities.
Problem 1:
Firstly, imagine you are in the dark and you need to write something. You might have thought of a task
to do while lying in bed and would want to jot it down into your task list to follow up the next day.
When faced with this situation, we would have to switch on a light source such as the ceiling light or
table lamp, which would disturb others who reside in the same room as us.
Thus, it would be convenient to have a light attached to a pen, just to light up the immediate area
where you are writing on when you are in the dark.

Problem 2:
We use table cloth to wipe the table top after our meals. The cloth needs to be washed and dried for
subsequent use. This is typically done by wringing the wet cloth with our bare hands. Wringing action
requires force and the friction between our hands and the cloth may peel off some skin tissues from
our hands. In addition, our skin tends to tear easier when it is wet. Prolonged cloth wringing action
will result in soreness in our hands and at times results in cuts.
Being housewives, our mothers have been suffering in silence with the many cuts they have sustained
to their hands due to the daily repeated cloth wringing action from doing household chores. Our
fathers also told us that they faced the same problem with hand wringing of wet cloths when they
wash their car.
Therefore, it would be great if you can dry a wet cloth without wringing it with your hands and hurting
your hands.
Problem 3:
For safety reasons, the SMRT train carriages have numerous overhead handles for commuters to hold
on to in order to stabilise themselves in a moving train. However, shorter people are not able to reach
the overhead handles and can only use the vertical poles in the train carriage.
Unlike the overhead handles which are in abundance in a train carriage, the vertical poles are few and
located far apart. Thus, shorter people face the danger of falling when they cannot get near to a pole
during peak hours and are unable to reach the overhead handles.
Hence, it would be great if both tall and short people can reach and hold the overhead handles.

Problem Identification Methodology
Three main considerations were used to select our problem.
First, the validity of the problem. We carried out a survey to find out if people face the same
problems.
Second, whether the problem is solvable within the time limits and our abilities. We are required to
come up with the solution, or to build an actual prototype. Thus, if the problem we choose is
unsolvable within the time limits and our abilities, our solution will not be realistic.
Third, whether existing solutions need improvements. If the problem has an existing solution, we
will have to consider if we can do it better than them, be it cheaper, better in design or more user
friendly.
Finally, a problem evaluation grid was used to identify the problem we would solve.

Validity of the Problem:
The link and the results to the survey to find out if people face the same problems are as follows:
Link: https://goo.gl/forms/ht9woZTyiVMbjLcx2

The results of our survey, where 75 responses were received, showed us that:
i.
ii.
iii.

The majority of the responders do not face the problems of hands cracked from cloth
wringing and not being able to reach and hold on to the MRT overhead handles;
66% of the people said they would turn on ceiling light or table lamp when they suddenly
thought of something in the middle of the night and need to write it down;
75% of the people feedback that they take notes during presentations.

Therefore, these results support problem 1 on writing in the dark.

Whether the problem is solvable:
Solvability of Problem 1:
To solve the problem of writing in the dark, we thought of designing a clip-on light that can be
attached to most pens and pencils. The inspiration is drawn from the table lamp.

Table lamp with a flexible arm
Solvability of Problem 2:
For cloth wringing, we thought of designing a handheld device with free-spinning rollers that will
squeeze out the water, much like that of the sugarcane machine.

Sugarcane machine

Solvability of Problem 3:
For the overhead handles, a device that is extendable and retractable which can be extended to suit
the user’s height might just be the solution.

Extendable Card Holder

Whether existing solutions need improvements
Existing Solutions for Problem 1:
There are existing “pens that light up” in the market. These pens have an in-built light bulb near the
tip of the pen, such as the Pilot’s Pen – Night Writer.

Pilot’s Pen – Night Writer
The other “pens that light up” have lights on the body of the pen, such as the Glovion LED light pen.

Glovion LED Light Pen
However, there are a few problems with the existing “pens that light up” in the market. While these
pens may help solve the lighting problem, users may not like the feel of writing with them. Some of
these pens may possibly not have standard ink refills such as the Glovion led light pen.

Existing Solutions for Problem 2:
There are some existing devices in the market that aim to address the problem of wringing cloth with
hands. One such device is the Calliger Hand Crank Clothes Wringer shown below, which is being sold
in the Amazon website at $143.

Calliger Hand Crank Clothes Wringer
Another device is the hand-cranked mini spin dryer shown below, which is being sold in the Amazon
website at $65.99.

Hand-cranked mini spin dryer
While both the above devices being sold solves the problem, we think they have the following issues:
a) Both devices appear to be very expensive;
b) Both devices appear to be bulky and device (1) requires it to be clamped onto a table
top;
c) Both devices appear to be too excessive for drying a piece of wet cloth.

Existing Solutions for Problem 3:
There is also a product in the market, RailReach, which might address problem 3. It is a portable
device that can be folded and opened up to hook onto horizontal poles. It has a handle on the other
side for users to hold. However, the solution only has one length and may not cater to all who
cannot reach the overhead handles.

RailReach

How the RailReach works

Problem Identification
Scoring the three main considerations against the problems using a problem evaluation grid, it was
identified that the first problem on writing in the dark will be solved.

Considerations
for Selection

Validity of the
problem
Whether the
problem is
solvable
Whether
existing
solution needs
improvements
Total Score

Problems
It would be great if you can
dry a wet cloth without
wringing it with your hands
and hurting your hands.

It would be great if both tall
and short people can hold
the overhead handles in a
SMRT train.

3

2

1

4

4

4

3

2

1
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8
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It would be convenient to
have a light attached to a
pen, just to light up the
immediate area where you
are writing on when you are
in the dark.

2. The Problem
Now that the problem has been identified, information on the extent of the problem was gathered
so as to come up with our problem statement. A target needs analysis was then carried out on our
target audience through a survey. In addition, the usefulness of existing solutions were compared
against each other. Finally, a solution evaluation grid was used to evaluate the existing solutions
against our proposed invention to demonstrate that our solution would be better.

Extent of Problem
There are various situations where a ‘pen with light” will come in handy.
First, when faced with the scenario of jotting down a task in the middle of the night, one would have
to switch on a light source such as the ceiling light or a table lamp, which would disturb others who
reside in the same room as us.
Next, taking notes in the midst of a presentation where the lights are dimmed invariably subjects our
eyes to read our handwritings in dimmer lights and causes the eyes to become tired faster than they
normally would.
Lastly, there are occupations that require writing in the dark. For example, directors and reviewers
taking notes during a performance in a darkened theater. Having a table lamp in such instances is
unrealistic as it would affect the performance. Other occupations that need illumination when
writing include pilots, flight crews, doctors, nurses, police and military personnel.
Thus, the problem statement to solve the problem of writing in the dark is:

It would be convenient to have a light attached to a pen or pencil, just to light up
the immediate area where you are writing on when you are in the dark.

Target Needs Analysis
A survey to find out the use of pens in the dark was sent out to our target audience who were
students and adults to find out:
a) Whether people would like the convenience of having a light attached to a pen, just to light
up the immediate area where they are writing on when they are in the dark;
b) Whether people have a preferred pen;
c) Whether people would like to have pencils with light so that they can draw in the dark.
The link and the results to the survey are as follows:
Link: https://goo.gl/forms/dBNlEbYQGwboQeB92

The results of our survey, where 87 responses were received, showed that:
a) Two-thirds of the responders would like to have a light attached to a pen.
b) A whopping 93% have preference over the type of pen they use, dominantly Gel and
Ballpoint.
c) Slightly more than half would like a light to attach to a pencil.
Based on this survey, people would like to use our solution.

Compare and Contrast the Existing Solutions
There are existing “pens that light up” in the market. These pens have an built-in light bulb near the
tip of the pen such as the Pilot’s Night Writer or on the body of the pen just like the Glovion LED light
pen.
The table shows that both pens are bigger in circumference than normal as they have to
accommodate the light bulbs and battery. The standard pen is less than or equal to 3.5cm in
circumference while both pens with light are around 4cm in circumference. Next, the Pilot’s pens
have refillables while the Glovion pens do not.

Solution Evaluation Grid
This is the results of the Solution Evaluation Grid. Scoring the considerations against the two existing
solutions and our proposed solution, we have shown that our proposed invention will bring greater
benefits to the users.
Considerations
for Selection

Pilot’s Pen – Night Writer

Solutions
Glovion LED Pen

Our Solution – U-Light

Flexibility

1

1

4

Ease of usage

3

3

4

Economical
Considerations
after upfront
cost
Total Score

3

1

3

7

5

11

The limitations of the existing solutions were our main considerations.
Firstly, flexibility on the type of pens. Users often have individual preference over the type of pen they
use based on ink flow or thickness of the writing tip. As such, while the existing “pen with light” may
help solve the lighting problem, users may not like the feel of writing with it or the inkflow. The various
types of pens that users may prefer are as follows:

Next, ease of usage of the pens. Some of the “pens with light” have bigger circumference than
normal pens as they have to accommodate the batteries and lights on the body of the pen. Thus, the
user may possibly have to adjust their way of writing.
Lastly, economical consideration after the upfront cost. Some of these pens may possibly not have
standard ink refills and will have to be discarded along with the light when the pen runs out of ink.

3. The Big Idea
Our Proposed Invention
Our proposed solution is to come up with a light that will attach to most pens and pencils. The
inspiration of the invention was from the table lamp with a flexible arm.

The main parts of the proposed solution are:
a) a light coupled with a battery;
b) a connecting arm and;
c) a pen attachment.
These few sketches below shows designs with either a single LED or a row of LED lights connected by
a flexible or adjustable arms to the pen attachment, which could be an elastic band, a clip, or an
adjustable strap.

These 2 sketches below shows the use of fibre optic cables instead of LED lights.

Purpose Statement of Our Proposed Invention
Considering the user’s needs, the detachable light was designed to be reusable (when a pen it is
clipped to runs out of ink, the light can still be used on another new pen), and flexible (can be used
on most pens and pencils).
Thus, our purpose statement is:

To design a detachable light, which is reusable and suitable for most pens and pencils

Potential Benefits to Users
The potential benefits to users are:
a) Users will be able to use the pens that they currently prefer;
b) Users no longer have to adjust their writing styles to the existing pens with light, which may
have bigger circumferences;
c) Our invention is a standalone detachable light, which can be attached to another pen and
reused when the ink of a pen runs out;
d) There are only pens with lights currently. Pencils do not have this feature. Our proposed
invention will be able to be used for both pens and pencils.
Therefore, our proposed invention will be better than existing solutions.

Expected Problems of Proposed Invention
We expected the following problems in the course of our proposed invention:
a) The weight and size of the detachable light which may shift the centre of gravity of the pen
and detachable light combined, a dangling light may impact on the comfort of usage;
b) Rigidity of the arm which impacts on the area of lighting;
c) The intensity of lighting accorded to the user.
We included the above ergonomics considerations in the course of our invention so that the user can
write as per normal. In addition, the invention accorded some adjustability so that the user can adjust
the lighting to his/her optimal comfort.

Major Milestone
The project timeline of our invention was as follows:
Proposal Evaluation Stage:
Meeting within Group (Ideation Stage) → 28th February 2019
Meeting with Mentor (Ideation Stage) → 6th March 2019
Information Gathering for the 3 Problems → 7th March 2019 onwards
Conduct Survey on Validity of Problems → 19th March 2019
Meeting with Mentor → 20th March 2019
Conduct Survey on The Identified Problem → 20th March 2019
Information Gathering for the Identified Problem → 20th March 2019 onwards
Drawing of Proposed Invention → 20th March 2019
Meeting with Mentor → 26th March 2019
Rehearsal for Proposal Evaluation Presentation → 28th March 2019
Meeting with Mentor → 29th March 2019
Meeting with Mentor → 1st April 2019
Proposal Evaluation Presentation → 2nd April 2019

Mid-Term Evaluation Stage :
Logbook documentation → 2nd April 2019 onwards
Research on Materials for the Prototype/Product → 2nd April 2019 onwards
Brainstorm on Considerations → 2nd April 2019 onwards
Meeting with Mentor → 16th March 2019
Creation/Taking Photographs of Prototype 1 → 30th April 2019
Test Iteration Day for Prototype 1 → 7th May 2019
Creation/Taking Photographs of Prototype 2 and 3 →7th May 2019
Test Iteration Day for Prototype 2 and 3 → 7th May 2019
Creation/Taking Photographs of Final Product → 4th June 2019
Creation/Taking Photographs of 5 more Final Product → 20th June 2019
Meeting with Mentor → 20th June 2019
Mid-Term Evaluation → 4th July 2019

Final Evaluation Stage :
Logbook documentation → 4th July 2019 onwards
Log Book Submission → 6th August 2019
Final Evaluation → 7th August 2019
Projects Day Selection Round → 22nd August 2019
Projects Day Competition → 24th September 2019

4. Construction Process
Main Considerations for Fabrication of Prototype/Product
The following are the main considerations that guided not only the construction of our
prototype/product but also the selection of materials for the making of our prototype, and the
selection of the product design to work on among the two proposed designs we have come up with.
a) The weight and size of the LED light which may shift the centre of gravity of the pen;
b) The effect of a dangling light which may impact on the comfort of usage;
c) The rigidity of the arm that will impact on the control over the area of lighting accorded to
the user;
d) Whether the pen attachment can attach securely to most pens and pencils;
e) The cost of the product.
Selection of Materials for Prototype/Product
For the fabrication of the prototype/product, we selected materials for the 3 main parts of our
detachable light. The main parts of our prototype are:
a) a light coupled with a battery;
b) a connecting arm and;
c) a pen attachment.
The materials below for each part were sourced from both online stores and hardware stores.
Light Coupled with a Battery
Two light and small LED lights coupled with their own batteries were found available online. The
table shows a comparison between the two LED lights.
Features

Finger light

Size

LED eye glass clip on book
reading light
5cm

Cost per piece of product

$2 (Online Ezbuy)

$0.30 (Local Wholesaler)

5cm

LED light with replaceable batteries would be preferred. However, the light with replaceable
batteries available in the market was found to be typically bigger in size, which may shift the centre
of gravity of the pen and detachable light combined, thus impacting on the comfort of usage. Hence,
it was not suitable for our use.
Out of the two small and light LED lights, the finger light was the cheaper option.

Connecting Arm
Two flexible connecting arms between the pen attachment to tip of pen were considered. The table
shows a comparison between a fibre optic cable and a flexible gooseneck cable.
Features

How it works

Cost per piece of product

2mm end emitting fibre optic
cable
To allow light shining in from
one end of the LED source to
emerge at the other end near
the tip of the pen
$0.05

6mm gooseneck cable
To connect a dangling LED light
to the pen attachment

$1

The gooseneck cable to connect a dangling LED light to the pen attachment may possibly results in
movement of the light as the user writes.
The end-emitting fibre-optic cable directs the light from the LED light to the tip of the pen. This
allows the LED light to be attached closest to the pen. Thus, the use of the fibre-optic cable will help
to resolve the dangling light problem. As the fibre-optic cable was not rigid, ways to increase the
rigidity of the cable were looked into.
Between the two choices, the 2mm end emitting fibre optic was the preferred option.
Pen Attachment
Two pen attachments in the market were compared in the table below.
Features

Cable Clip Bean
Does it attach to most pens and
pencils?
Cost per piece of product

Yes

Adhesive Handy Clip
No

$1

$0.35

The adhesive handy clip was found in a hardware store. It was supposed to be ideal for clipping pens
but upon trying out, we realised that the clip did not clip onto pens well. The clip was too small,
hence the connection to the pen was loose.

The cable clip bean was found at Shell Select in Shell petrol station. It clipped on to most pens and
pencils well and the connection to the pen or pencil was secure.
As the cable clip bean was more expensive, we looked into ways to reuse the clip bean.

Product Design Evaluation Matrix
The considerations for the selection of the materials were also our main considerations in selecting
the best design for our invention.
This is the results of the Product Design Evaluation Grid. Scoring the considerations against the two
proposed designs of either a flexible arm to connect a LED light to the pen attachment or a fibre optic
cable directing the light from LED light to the tip of pen, we have shown that design 2 that uses a fibre
optic cable will bring greater benefits to the users and economically more viable to make. However,
as the fibre optic cable did not have rigidity, we looked into ways to improve rigidity of the fibre optic
cable.

Considerations for Selection

Design 1: A flexible arm to
connect a LED light to the pen
attachment

Design 2: A fibre optic cable
directing the light from LED
light to the tip of pen

Weight and size of LED light
Solve the effect of dangling
light
Rigidity of the arm
Whether pen attachment can
attach securely to most pens
Cost of product
Total

4
1

4
4

4
4

1
4

1
14

4
17

Finalised Materials for the Fabrication of Product
The following materials was used for the making of our prototype/product, which consisted of a
fibre optic cable directing the light from LED light to the tip of pen, a finger light and a clip bean.
Finger LED Light

2mm end emitting fibre-optic
cable

Clip Bean

5. Fabrication, Modification and Evaluation of Prototypes
Important Steps on Fabrication of Prototype/Product
Prior to attaching the fibre-optic cable to the light source, we made sure that the end of the fibre
was cut cleanly with a sharp pen knife so that light could shine directly into the fibre-optic cable.
Next, to allow the maximum amount of light from the light source to penetrate the fibre-optic cable,
it is important to create a strong connection between the LED and the connecting end of the cable. A
5mm diameter heat shrink tube to slip over both the LED and the optic-fibre cable, together with a
cable tie, would ensure that a strong connection could be achieved.

Test Iteration for Modification and Evaluation
With the completed prototype, we evaluated it against 4 main criteria to check if the prototype
works. We then proceeded to identify areas of weakness for modification prior to making another
prototype.
The test criteria were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Comfort of usage
Rigidity of the arm
Area of lighting
Intensity of light

Rigidity of Arm Test
We came up with a test to check on the rigidity of the arm. First, bend the arm backwards 90°. Next,
measure the angle from the tip of the arm to the straight position after the elasticity of the fibreoptic causes it to flex back. Thus, for this test, the larger the angle, the more rigid the arm.

Straight Position

Bent back 90°

Elasticity of fibre-optic causes arm to move away from 90°

Measure this angle

Making of Prototype 1
Materials
Finger LED Light
2mm Fibre-optic Cable of 9cm in length
Clip Bean
5mm Heat Shrink Tube (Available in Makerspace)
Tying Wire (Available in Makerspace)
Fabrication Steps
Step 1: Removal of original cover that keeps the two halves of the finger LED together.

Step 2: Pry open the two halves slightly to insert a heat shrink tube.

Step 3: Slip the 5cm in length heat shrink tube over both the LED light and the fibre-optic cable and
use a heat gun to shrink it.

Step 4: Use a cable tie to secure the connection further.

Step 5: Twine the tying wire around heat shrink tube and fibre-optic to make fibre optic cable more
rigid.

Step 6: Attach the Clip Bean with pre-attached adhesive tape.

Prototype 1

Test Iteration 1 for Prototype 1
Test Iteration:
Prototype 1
Test Date:
7/5/2019
Comfort of usage
Rigidity of arm
Area of lighting
Intensity of light

Tick
Pass

Fail

Remarks
Potential
Failure
No dangling effect
The tying wire was not able to keep the fibreoptic from bending back (Not rigid enough)
The fibre-optic was too long (9cm) so the area
of lighting was limited.
Bright enough and comfortable for the eyes

Iteration test on prototype 1 showed that it was successful on comfort of usage and intensity of
light. However, the long fibre-optic limited the area of lighting and the tying wire cannot accord the
fibre-optic the rigidity required.

Modifications to Prototype 1
Modifications to prototype 1 were made for the 2 design criteria on rigidity of arm and area of
lighting.
To overcome the area of lighting problem, we shortened the fibre-optic to 6cm for the making of
prototype 2.
Next, the long twine of tying wire from the MakerSpace could not accord the fibre-optic cable the
rigidity required as it did not have an aluminium core. Hence, for the lack of rigidity of arm problem,
we changed the tying wire to a garden wire with an aluminium core, which can be bought from a
hardware store.

Garden Wire

Making of Prototype 2
Materials
Finger LED Light
2mm Fibre-optic Cable of 6cm in length
Clip Bean
5mm Heat Shrink Tube (Available in Makerspace)
Garden Wire with Aluminium Core (Bought from hardware store)

Fabrication Steps
Repeat steps 1 to 4 in the making of prototype 1 but use a 6cm in length fibre-optic cable instead.
Step 5: To overcome the rigidity problem in prototype 1, twine a garden wire, which has an
aluminium core, around the fibre-optic cable similar to Prototype 1.

Prototype 2

Test Iteration 2 for Prototype 2
Test Iteration:
Prototype 1
Test Date:
7/5/2019
Comfort of usage

Tick
Pass

Rigidity of arm

Area of lighting
Intensity of light

Fail

Remarks
Potential
Failure
No dangling effect
The garden wire twining around it was not able
to keep the fibre-optic from bending back (Not
rigid enough)
Area of lighting was sufficient and did not dim
the light
Bright enough and comfortable for the eyes

The area of lighting problem was resolved with the use of the shorter fibre-optic cable. The shorter
length of cable enabled the area of lighting to be sufficient without dimming the light.
However, we found that the twining of the garden wire around the fibre-optic cable did not solve
the problem of the rigidity of the arm. Hence, we decided to modify the way we use the garden wire
in the making of prototype 3.

Modifications to Prototype 2
Our next idea to improve on the rigidity of the arm was to insert a 6cm long garden wire next to the
fibre-optic cable instead. As we had already heat shrunk the fibre-optic cable to the LED light, we
decided to slip another heat shrink to attach the garden wire to the fibre-optic cable. However,
when we did the second round of heat shrinking, the housing of the finger LED which was attached
to the fibre-optic cable melted and the switch fused to the housing.
From this, we learnt that heat shrinking a garden wire after heat shrinking the fibre-optic to the light
would melt the housing of the finger LED light. Hence, two rounds of heat shrinking would not work.
Thus, for the making of prototype 3, we worked on heat shrinking the fibre-optic cable to LED and
the garden wire to fibre-optic cable in one round.

Making of Prototype 3
Materials
Finger LED Light
2mm Fibre-optic Cable of 6cm in length
Clip Bean
5mm Heat Shrink Tube (Available in Makerspace)
Garden Wire with Aluminium Core (Bought from hardware store)

Fabrication Steps
For prototype 3, to prevent melting of the LED housing, we inserted the garden wire and the fibreoptic cable into the heat shrink tube before heat shrinking them together to the LED. Two short heat
shrink tubes instead of one long one was used so that more control on angle of light can be
achieved.
Step 1: Slip a 3cm in length heat shrink tube over the garden wire and the fibre-optic cable.

Step 2: Removal of original cover that keeps the 2 halves of the finger LED together

Step 3: Pry open the two halves slightly to insert another 3cm in length heat shrink tube.

Step 4: Slip the 3cm in length heat shrink tube consisting of the garden wire and fibre-optic cable
over the LED light and use a heat gun to shrink it. Use a cable tie to secure the connection
further.

Step 5: Attach the Clip Bean

Prototype 3

Test Iteration 3 for Prototype 3
Test Iteration:
Prototype 1
Test Date:
7/5/2019
Comfort of usage

Tick
Pass

Rigidity of arm

Area of lighting
Intensity of light

Fail

Remarks
Potential
Failure
No dangling effect
The heat shrinking of the garden wire and the
fibre-optic cable gave the arm the rigidity for
bending
Area of lighting was sufficient and did not dim
the light
Bright enough and comfortable for the eyes

Prototype 3 fulfilled all the test criteria. In addition, we found that the length of the fibre-optic
affected the amount of control on the angle of light. There is less control on the angle of light when
the fibre-optic cable is short. A longer length has more possible shapes and twists of the fibre-optic,
for example, an S shape.

Modifications to Prototype 3
Firstly, as the finger light housing is transparent, ways to prevent light from passing through the
housing was looked into. A plumber tape was first used to wrap the housing but light was still able to
pass through it. Hence, we decided to change it to duct tape. It worked and was able to prevent light
from passing through.

Duct tape on finger light housing blocked light from passing through
Secondly, on the reusability of the detachable light when the battery of the light runs out. We tried
"sawing off the butt" of the finger LED so as to be able to replace batteries. However, due to the
design of the housing, it was not possible.
Thus, since the battery of the LED light could not be replaced, ways to reuse the most expensive part
of the detachable light was looked into. The clip bean was the most expensive item for the
detachable light. We decided to use Velcro instead of the adhesive that comes with the clip bean to
attach the clip bean to the light. This way, the clip bean can be reused when the battery of the finger
light runs out.

Prototype 3

6. Fabrication and Evaluation of Product
Improvements for Making of Product
Ways to improve prototype 3 in the making of the final product was looked into.
Firstly, we increased the length of the fibre-optic cable to 7cm so that the user can have greater
amount of control on the angle of light. Next, aesthetic of the product was improved. We looked
into ways to make the housing opaque in a more aesthetically pleasing manner.

Making of Product
Materials
Finger LED Light
2mm Fibre-optic Cable of 7cm in length
Clip Bean
5mm Heat Shrink Tube (Available in Makerspace)
Garden Wire with Aluminium Core (Bought from hardware store)
Fabrication Steps
Repeat all the steps in the making of prototype 3.
Improving Amount of Control on Angle of Light
To enable the user to have a greater amount of control on the angle of light, besides using a longer
length of 7cm fibre-optic cable, three heat shrink tubes each of shorter length of 2cm were also
used.

Improving Aesthetics
To improve on the aesthetic of the final product, a white tape that wraps around the finger light
housing better was used. However, the white tape did not block light from passing through.

Hence, we decided to add a layer of scotch tape after wrapping the finger light housing with duct
tape. The transparent scotch tape was used to keep the edges of the duct tape from protruding out
to improve on the aesthetics of the final product. It worked and the product looks better than
prototype 3.

Further improvement to aesthetics was achieved when a thinner duct tape that comes in 4 different
colours was found in a hardware store. The thinner tape wrapped around the housing better with no
protruding edges. Hence, scotch tape was no longer needed to keep the ends of the duct tape in.
Therefore, 5 more U-lights based upon the product was fabricated for testing and to collate user
experience.

Test Iteration 4 for Product
Test Iteration:
Prototype 1
Test Date:
4/6/2019
Comfort of usage

Tick
Pass

Fail

Rigidity of arm

Area of lighting
Intensity of light

Remarks
Potential
Failure
No dangling effect
The heat shrinking of the garden wire and the
fibre-optic cable gave the arm the rigidity for
bending
Area of lighting was sufficient and did not dim
the light
Bright enough and comfortable for the eyes

Besides passing all the test criteria, the product had improved in its aesthetics and the amount of
control on the angle of light.

User Manual
A U-light manual to guide the users on how to attach, adjust and use the product was crafted as
follows:
__________________________________________________________________________________
To attach the U-light to the pen
1. Attach the clip bean to the U-light using the velcro.
2. Attach the U-light on to the upper end of the pen.
To adjust the U-light
Hold the U-light in place and pinch the bendable parts of the arm until they are at the desired angle.
To turn on/off the U-light
1. Push the switch on the U-light downwards to switch it on.
2. Push the switch on the U-light upwards to switch it off.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Users’ Reviews
Five users had the U-lights in their possession for about a month and their experiences using the
product were collated. Overall, the U-light met its intended purpose of enabling writing in the dark
room.

User experience by Mentor
I had the prototype in my possession for three weeks
In those three weeks, I used it once and was very pleased with how well it worked. I did not switch
on my bedroom light. I pressed on the light switch and jotted down several lines.
And I went back to sleep.
The light is bright enough to illuminate the "writing area" but dim enough to not rob me of "my
sleeping intent".
Prior to that use, I had to attach pen light to my mechanical pencil and adjust my pen light to an
optimal angle. That adjustment did not feel easy. Also, the velcro portion between bean-clip and
light did not seem sturdy.
Overall, product fulfilled its intended purpose of enabling writing in a dark room on a multitude of
writing implements, without disrupting others in the same dark room.

User experience by Benz Chong Tze Jun
I had the prototype in my possession for a month. The U-light does not look like a regular light that
we see every day. It is a small light with an attachment to a pen and a connecting fibre-optic to
control the shine of the light.
I used it a couple of times when I woke up in the middle of the night to write down ideas I had with
regards to my projects. In the night, it is convenient to attach to the pen due to the straightforward
attachment design. The light will shine at the required angle after the initial adjustment, unless the
pen is changed.
The brightness is just right, bright enough to see the text and dim enough not to wake my sister up.
The U-light is also light enough to write normally.
The U-light comes in 4 different colours - blue, green, red and black. Hence, I can pick the colour I
prefer. The tape used is thin and wrapped around the housing well, so it does not peel or contribute
weight.

User experience by Aw Jia Wei
I had the prototype for a duration of 2 weeks.
In those weeks, I have used it multiple times and enjoyed my experience with it. This is because,
personally, I am someone who thinks of ideas and thoughts right before I go to bed. Also, I have a
sister who sleeps earlier than I do.

Typically, I would have to walk over to the other side of the room in the dark to turn it on,
sometimes waking my sister up. However, with this prototype, I just needed to go to the pen and flip
the switch and I have a light source. Furthermore, this has not woken my sister up throughout the
duration I was possessing it.
Overall, this prototype had been very helpful and convenient. It also does not disturb others. Thus,
the prototype fulfilled its intended purpose.

User experience by Cayden Lee Kuo Rei
I had the prototype for a month
During the month, I used it a few times and was overall satisfied with it. The light intensity was
strong enough for me to write in the dark without disturbing my sleep.
The product had fulfilled its intended purpose of enabling writing in a dark room without affecting
people in the room.

User experience by Isaac Lim Jin Wei
I had the prototype for one month.
During the month I only had to use it a few times. The light intensity was bright enough for me to
see what I'm writing and dim enough not to disturb anyone else. However, I found it difficult to
adjust the fibre optic cable to point at the tip of the pen. After initial adjustments, the prototype was
easy to use.
The product had fulfilled its purpose by enabling me to write in a dark room without disturbing
others in the same room.

Dark Room Simulator
Besides gathering users’ feedback on the product, a dark room simulator was also made to allow
other users to try out the product. A box with cut outs for the eyepiece and for the hand to enter the
box in order to hold the pen attached to the product, the U-Light, was made. The view through the
eyepiece into the box is as shown in the photos.

View through eyepiece
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